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The Blue Fund

This book is about the Blue Fund Program, created at the
initiative of the African head of States, with the purpose of
protecting the Congo Basin against climate warming. It explains
the oportunities initiated and the challenges this project will
face. The book constitutes a true advocacy for the preservation
of the Congo Basin, that needs the support of world leaders and
influencers.
As a climato-optimist and eco-visionary, President Denis
Sassou N’Guesso, one of the pioneers of the Blue Fund, has
engaged for about ten years an ecolo-climatic diplomacy for the
benefit of the Earth.
Through his position, the author paraphrases President Denis
Sassou N’Guesso by insisting on the fact that all behaviors
tending to discourage the operationality of the Blue Fund is a
climatic genocide, consciously or unconsciously planned as the
Congo Basin, the second water and forest reserve that supports
the consequences of the irrational exploitation of the Earth’s
ressources is part of the humanity’s ecological heritage for a bright
and hopeful future.
That’s why the author expects that the massive support of
sponsors for the Blue Fund will be a good reference for other
nations in order to stop the barbaric exploitation of the Earth
ressources.
The multiplication of initiatives and calls from President
Emmanuel Macron to sponsors, to large compagnies, to
businessmen, to civil society organisations and activists, to big
fondations, to artists, to intellectuals as well as management
specialists raises the alarm that aims at escaping a deadful
humiliation for the human species.
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